Carrigan Intermediate School Governance Notes--------March 7, 2013


Discussion centering on Math Night  Reviewed surveys---all positive comments

Discussed CMT Rally---successful---How do you TOP it???

Planned for upcoming Language Arts Night.  Based on Data from Math Night.

Scheduled for May 2, 2013 ---- Follow similar schedule of Math Night

Stations will include: Technology

                                      Reading/Common Core
                                      Writing/Common Core
                                      Cornell Notes/Study Skills

Possibly have 4 students from WHHS help out at each station — D. Ronan will look into this

Continue with Raffle as we did on Math Night. Several members will either donate prizes or look into obtaining donations from local businesses.

E. Blake will solicit volunteers for May 2nd from Grade 6 and C. DeCrescenzo will solicit Grade 5.

Suggestion: Gallery walk of student work displayed to encourage more participation on part of parents. Also, utilize students to help at the stations.

Suggestion for the night: Have a book swap or book drop off to promote reading for those who can’t always get something new to read outside of the regular school day.

L. Nacca suggested starting a Book Club.  Possibly discuss at subsequent meeting.

Will have brief meeting at 6:00 on April 4th due to Parent Visiting Night

E. Blake will run next meeting and set agenda for April 4, 2013.